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Abstract

This study analyses 98 Internet pages of sea ports located in Sweden, Finland and
Estonia during years 2017–2019. Aim of the study is to find, how website basic design
is completed (colours and languages), how slogans, environmental issues, statistics and
hinterland transports are reported. Based on the analysis, it appears as rather common
that sea ports follow conservative selection of colours in their websites, where blue and
white are clearly most popular. Typically, English and Swedish are as the most common
used language, followed by Finnish, Russian and Estonian. In some rare cases, websites
are offered in Chinese or German. Larger sea ports do have clear “slogans”, where
smaller ones are just having lengthy justification for their existence. Environmental
issues are increasing concern among sea ports, and these are mostly mentioned in
details within Swedish actors. Providing statistics varies among companies, and in some
sea ports these are provided from very long time period, where in others from just
previous years or then only from last year (or even at all). It is common for companies
to report that they have sustainable hinterland access, railway available.
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Introduction
Currently two main contemporary trends in port logistics are related to digitalization and

sustainability. Sea ports are becoming more digital in their operations, and these also con-

cern traditionally paper based functions such as cargo movement authorizations from cus-

toms zones and payments of goods to suppliers (e.g. Tsiulin et al. 2020). Together with

these is the development of corporate communication and image, which is in digital age as-

sociated with Internet appearance through own webpages (Pan and Xu 2009; Ageeva et al.

2019) and social media use (Ageeva et al. 2019). It could be said that many intangible image

and successfulness of corporate communication are dependent how much information is

being provided, what types of information is available and how fresh information actually

is. It should be reminded that Internet websites of corporations are part of communications

strategy, and portray it (García et al. 2017). Andrikopoulos et al. (2013) found that in inter-

national shipping industry size, profitability, leverage and ownership structure influence on

the range of publicly available Internet page information. Similarly, sustainability (concern-

ing dimensions of social, environment and economy) has become important issue to be

dealt and properly communicated in logistics and supply chains (Dey et al. 2011; Fahimnia
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et al. 2015). One sub-branch of sustainability is green marketing (Papadas et al. 2017), and

both of these could be examined through strategic, tactic and operational level (Papadas

et al. 2017; Lam and Li 2019). Sea ports play key role in here as most of the world trade’s

material flows are executed through sea transports. Lam and Li (2019) concluded that larger

sea ports in Europe have performed better in this regard as compared to Asia. However,

Europe is much more in sea port related logistics than what only largest sea ports represent.

Europe is complex structure of numerous different countries with coastal line, and each sea

connected country having numerous sea ports at their disposal. In comparison to USA,

amount of sea ports is much higher and use of trucks in hinterland transports more in com-

mon (Vassallo 2005; Stamos 2018; Hilmola 2019).

This research concerns sea ports of three smaller North European countries, namely

Sweden (population 10.1 mill.), Finland (population 5.5 mill.) and Estonia (1.3 mill.). All

of these countries have coastal line, and are mostly surrounded by Baltic Sea (western part

of Sweden belongs to North Sea). Although, these countries are small in population terms,

they have significant amount of sea ports available for foreign trade transports. In Sweden

(Trafa 2017) and Finland (Statistics Finland 2019), total amount of foreign trade sea ports

is 45–50 in both countries (and half of them are open throughout the year), while in

Estonia foreign trade sea port amount (Estonian Ports Association 2019) reaches nearly

30 (and major sea ports of them are six). Of course, foreign trade is in each country within

hands of very few sea ports (Pareto distributed volumes in different cargo groups), but ac-

tivity reaches numerous different sea ports and actors. Typically, sea ports are owned by

local government or state, and they are important parts of budgetary income. Therefore,

their businesses are run rather professionally, and public appearance receives similar at-

tention like any private sector company. Sea ports are typically serving number of differ-

ent stakeholders as e.g. landlord port model is very common. Therefore, communication

through websites is not only important for interested sea port using customers (cargo

owners), passengers, shipping companies, hinterland transportation companies or com-

mon audience, but similarly important for logistics operators, warehouse owners in sea

port area and different types of contractors. This gives motivation for our research work

through following questions: How most important public information channel, Internet

websites, are used in sea port communication? What is the role of used languages, colours

and environmental sustainability? Is website design and marketing communications simi-

lar among sea ports or could we find some best practices among analyzed sea ports? We

try to dive deeper in the analysis of sea ports, similarly with used disclosure indexes, which

have been applied in the classification of some part(s) or entire Internet websites of corpo-

rations (Andrikopoulos et al. 2013; Ahmed et al. 2015; Garay et al. 2013). In the following

analysis we do not argue to find single “best practice” website from sea ports, however,

from each analyzed sub-area are mentioned interesting sea ports, which could give ideas

for further development of Internet appearance.

This research is structured as follows: In Section 2 corporate and company based com-

munication through Internet and webpages is analyzed through earlier research. There-

after, in Section 3 research methodology and data collection is described for Estonian,

Finnish and Swedish sea ports. In Section 4, we analyze the results, and concentrate

mostly on used colours, offered languages, slogans, availability of statistics and environ-

mental sustainability. Research work is concluded in Section 5, where we also provide

avenues for further research.
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Literature review: corporate communication through internet
The use of Internet in corporate communication differ between companies and countries.

For example, Pan and Xu (2009) showed with empirical data of 150 corporate webpages

(75 from USA and 75 from China) that cultural value explain quite much company based

differences. In USA there was identified more interaction between company and its cus-

tomers, while in China there were common discussion groups among customers (later on

importance of social media on Chinese consumers have been analyzed to be greater than

that of USA; Chu et al. 2020). Already in Pan and Xu (2009) research work there were

findings based on analysis that USA based companies were showing sustainability results

more, and this not only from environmental perspective, but also social (although in

corporate social responsibility Chinese companies have identified Internet websites as

important information channel together with local media; Wang and Chaudhri 2009).

Empirical survey research works from UK and Russia (Ageeva et al. 2019) as well as Iran

(Rahimnia and Hassanzadeh 2013) highlight that Internet webpages are important source

of trust and marketing effectiveness, and eventually using company’s services and/or prod-

ucts. It is important not only to provide some information, but actually the range of

information should also be considered - Andrikopoulos et al. (2013) used 31 different

evaluated items in investor information of shipping companies within company websites.

In year 2010, only very few shipping companies were providing financial data in spread-

sheets (e.g. for further analyses), online appearance, changes of stockholders equity in the

analyzed year and earnings forecasts (Andrikopoulos et al. 2013). Range of provided infor-

mation from company at websites is not only associated to internal profitability perform-

ance of company, but also to that of market value (Ahmed et al. 2015; Garay et al. 2013).

Lam and Li (2019) used more advanced approach as examining websites and annual re-

ports of leading container sea ports in the world as they tried to find whether sea ports

implemented sustainability in three different levels (strategies, structures and functions).

Again, cultural or geographical difference was apparent. European and USA based sea

ports were more widely taking sustainability seriously, while sea ports in Asia, and espe-

cially emerging Asia, were more focused on traditional performance of sea port (like vol-

umes, investments, trade and industries). However, there also exist sea ports in Asia

performing similarly with European or USA ports, but they are few (like Singapore, Hong

Kong, Port Klang, and Tanjung). Depth of sustainability reminds quite much green mar-

keting, where Papadas et al. (2017) found many levels and dimensions of this approach,

and it is clear that not every company fulfills these aspects, but they are rather “green

washing” their products or services with isolated actions of green marketing. Similarly,

Kokkila and Ojala (2019) found that in Northern European sea port websites, especially

from safety and security aspects, there existed a lot of variance, and typically best websites

were located in Finland, Estonia or UK. Lowest performance in this regard was found

from smaller sea ports of Denmark, Sweden, Germany and Norway.

Research methodology
Empirical material was gathered in the fourth year B.Sc. program course called “Mari-

time Marketing” (in native language, “Meretranspordi turundus”) at Taltech within Es-

tonian Maritime Academy (EMERA). Course is one of the last courses before students

start to write their B.Sc. theses, and it is given in autumn term. It consists regular lec-

tures by faculty members, but also numerous visiting lectures from industry (such as
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shipping company and sea ports). During the course, students are asked to analyze web-

pages of sea ports from Estonia and near-by countries, such as Finland and Sweden. In

the first year (2017), students only concentrated on Finland and Sweden, but sea port list

was expanded to concern Estonia too in the following years (2018–2019). Data gathering

list for students has remained pretty much the same during the year, only environmental

and market growth were added in latter 2 years. Readers may access assignment letter to

students in Appendix. Students have several weeks’ time to complete website analysis (ei-

ther one or two sea ports), and data is gathered together by instructor (in spreadsheet

based database). Results are discussed in 1.5 h long lecture in order to verify results, and

also most importantly, to learn from the overall results, and that students are able to see,

how results differ between countries and different sized sea ports.

During the years database of different sea ports being analyzed has reached 98. From year

2017 database consists 38 sea ports, and years 2018 and 2019 have both 30 sea ports in-

cluded. Some sea ports are twice or even three times in database as different years are taken

as different webpage (or observation). In database is included 51 different sea ports, but

overall website analyses consists 98 sea ports. On the average, sea port is 1.92 times in the

analysis. Gathered data could be considered as reliable as given data from students is in ran-

dom fashion checked by instructor (as entering results to database), many students provide

screenshots and text from data gathering and results are discussed in separate lecture.

It is rather common to include second hand sources, like websites, on the scientific

research works. However, in many cases websites are analyzed using disclosure indexes

(e.g. Andrikopoulos et al. 2013; Ahmed et al. 2015; Garay et al. 2013), where these sites

are analyzed based on the list of factors / information sources being checked from com-

pany website, and to gain information whether they are available or not (binary). Indi-

ces are then calculated from these gathered binary databases for each company.

Approach used in this research is similar to Lam and Li (2019), research which exam-

ined 30 largest container sea ports from the world using websites, annual reports and

sustainability reports. However, our examination is limited only to websites.

Research results
Rather interestingly, all three countries and their sea ports are rather similar and same

time conservative in the use of website colours (Fig. 1). As in Northern Europe winter

is present for four months, it is understandable that white is rather popular colour to-

gether with blue (colour of sea). Mentioned two colours are also present in the national

flags of these three examined countries (both colours in Estonia and Finland, while blue

in the case of Sweden). If black and green are also included, these colours take share of

84.4% from used colours during the years in Fig. 1. Of course, colours are used together

and in combination within websites, so students were gathering information from one

to three most important colours used (and these are all treated equal in Fig. 1 fre-

quency calculations). Typical blue-white website design in year 2019 could be accessed

by visiting sea port webpages of Port of Gävle (2019a) and Port of Tallinn (2019). In

some sea ports, blue-white combination dominates, but there is clearly third colour

used, like red (e.g. Port of Hanko 2019) or green (e.g. Port of Naantali 2019). However,

some interesting trials with other rarely colours exist, like that of Port of Oulu (2019),

which combines black-white-yellow together in rather workable and attractive fashion.
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It is understandable that English is leading in language options of sea ports (Fig. 2),

however, what is surprising, is the importance of Swedish as the second most popular lan-

guage. This latter could be explained by two factors, and one of them is that in database

numerous Swedish sea ports are included. Secondly, Swedish is still second official

language of Finland (as country belonged to Swedish empire several hundred years ago).

If Finnish, Russian and Estonian are included in the website languages, these five lan-

guages cover 95% from offered languages. What is interesting in these results, is the rather

low frequency of Russia and having only one website offering Chinese or German. In the

end, during the previous decades Russian and eastern market (using Russian or relative

languages) has been dominating the growth of physical goods movement at the region,

and sea port handling and sea transports. Russian option is offered mostly by Estonian

and Finnish sea ports. It is also similarly striking that Chinese is offered only in one web-

site (Port of Gothenburg 2019a), although China is dominating world’s manufacturing

Fig. 1 Sea port website colours used in analyzed countries

Fig. 2 Sea port language options in analyzed countries
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related supply chains and is most often the origin or destination of maritime supply

chains. Germany is strongest European country in foreign trade, but it is having only one

small Swedish sea port offering German language (Port of Söderhamns 2019).

In some sea ports (smaller ones such as Port of Ystad 2019 and Port of Lysekils 2019),

website language is only given in native language, however, there is an option to use Google

Translate for over 100 languages. This is of course cost efficient and versatile option for sea

port to offer information for potential customers around the world. In each year, this op-

tion has been discussed with students, and translations are tried to e.g. Estonian (from ori-

ginal, Swedish). Typically, this is considered as acceptable, however, quality of language is

still not that high or even moderate (some translations are not workable at all), and it is not

an option for business having higher volumes and that need to have high quality image.

This does not mean that using online translator would not have future – language technol-

ogy and artificial intelligence are developing all the time further and better.

Websites typically do not offer that good port statistics or basically statistics at all (72.4%),

however, there are still some sea ports, which do oppositely (Fig. 3). Longest data access is

currently available through Port of Gothenburg (2019), where some statistics date back to

1960’s (e.g. container handling). Port of Gothenburg (2019b) statistical section is also inter-

esting in a way that it provides comparison to entire Sweden too (ports). Other sea ports

providing longitudinal perspective are Port of Helsingborg (2019), which has data present

from 1998 onwards, and Port of Rauma (2019) showing statistics since 1991.

Many of analyzed sea ports do not have any “slogan” on their website or then slogan is

long sentence(s), which do not justify the definition of “slogan” in marketing. They are rather

repeating information regarding geographical position and/or most important cargo groups

or customers. However, some sea ports have truly developed “slogans” as can be seen in

Fig. 4. Maybe most unique slogans among analyzed are following: “because time matters”

(Port of Turku 2019), “welcome from land and sea” (Port of Uusikaupunki 2019), “fast and

friendly port” (Port of Hanko 2019) and “the port of good news” (Port of Tallinn 2019).

In website analyses of 2018 and 2019 were data gathered from environmental sustain-

ability of sea ports, and also concerning whether sea ports mention about railway op-

tion and/or its infrastructure availability. Many smaller sea ports do not have any

Fig. 3 Sea port statistics offered in analyzed countries
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sections regarding environment or their environmental policies. Some sea ports see activity

from single point of view, like constantly checking water quality. Nearly all bigger sea ports

do have separate sections for environment, but typically they are general descriptions. It is

rather interesting to find out that one-third of sea ports do not even mention environmen-

tal sustainability – nearly equal amount of sea ports do not have railway option or they do

not communicate that through webpages (see Fig. 5). However, in further analysis it was

found that some Swedish sea ports, like Port of Trelleborg (2019) and Copenhagen Malmö

Port (2019) do have detailed descriptions together with actions taken from multiple point

of views concerning environment (e.g. including air, water, soil, energy, noise, material

flow and membership of EcoPorts foundation). Although, environmental information is

missing in websites, it is rather common for sea ports to report about their environmen-

tally friendly hinterland transportation modes, like significant railway infrastructure exist-

ing in Port of Sillamäe (2019) or having conductive electrical charging lines for trucks

available for testing nearby Port of Gävle (2019b). In general, environmental sustainability

reporting and appearance in analyzed sea ports is not consistent, and it is from nothing to

operational, tactical or strategical (or all three last mentioned in the best cases).

We also did analyze the use of colours in environmental sustainability mentioning

sea ports, and could not find any larger use of “green” colour. In 2018 green colour was

used in three port webpages, and two of them did not have any information concerning

environmental sustainability. In 2019 situation was rather similar as four webpages in

Fig. 4 Selected slogans used by sea ports in three examined countries

Fig. 5 Environmental sustainability or railways mentioned in sea port webpages of analyzed countries
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total used green colour, and two of them were not mentioning environmental sustain-

ability. As green colour used could also be often affiliated in the railway hinterland op-

tion (as it is emitting much less as compared to trucks), it was also further analyzed in

2018 and 2019. In both years three out of four port webpages using green colour were

mentioning railway option somehow in their webpages.

Conclusions
Completed analyses revealed that websites of sea ports in Northern Europe are rather

conservative, and typically are targeted for the purposes of local economy. Larger sea

ports in the analyzed area are of course following more closely international communi-

cation and marketing standards, but very few were exceptional e.g. in providing statis-

tics or environmental sustainability information. In the earlier research lack of statistics

and in-depth financial information has been argued to be a part of less successful ship-

ping companies (Andrikopoulos et al. 2013), and environmental sustainability in many

occasions only part of activity called green washing (Papadas et al. 2017). In analyzed

countries there is some activity for even public listing of sea ports to stock exchanges,

and in the light of earlier research availability of statistics and financial information is

seen as a vital part of shareholder value creation (Ahmed et al. 2015; Garay et al. 2013).

It was also found that few language options were available at sea port websites, and this

does not indicate that prosperous future for international trade facilitation and growth. In

earlier research (Ageeva et al. 2019; Rahimnia and Hassanzadeh 2013; Pan and Xu 2009),

Internet page functionality and service availability has been important part of successful use

and communication of corporate information whatever the culture and country is. In

addition, colours used of webpages were rather similar, only having few exceptions. Green

colour (denoting environmental sustainability) use was very rare, and it was not only caused

by environmental sustainability reporting at webpages, but merely by the availability of rail-

way transportation option. Many sea ports do not have marketing slogans used at all, how-

ever, there were some very good ones as shown in empirical part. These all indicate that

North European sea ports have route to proceed further in marketing, and within the most

important channel, Internet. Situation is not necessarily as good as was argued it to be

within largest container sea ports of Europe (Lam and Li 2019). It could also be so that

national and branch culture constrain marketing development (like concluded in Pan and

Xu 2009). Maybe best benchmark for sea ports could be banking sector, which was prior to

Internet era as conservative as sea ports. However, now it is leading in the use of IT through

Internet (Ageeva et al. 2019), and conventional “brick-and-mortar” banking is disappearing.

In general, around one third of analyzed sea port webpages mention environmental sustain-

ability or railway transportation mode availability. However, there was no indication of

“green washing” (Papadas et al. 2017) as in many cases e.g. environmental sustainability was

in rather minor role or its role was understood as very limited.

One natural further step to continue this research would be to conduct website

analyses further in following years. To get proper “big picture”, it would be interesting

to include also other Baltic Sea countries in the analysis, like Russia, Latvia, Lithuania,

Poland, Germany and Denmark. Especially interesting it would be to analyze sea ports,

which have experienced significant growth in the previous two decades within inter-

national trade movements, like handling of containers (Russia’s St. Petersburg sea port

and Polish Gdansk as well as Klaipeda of Lithuania).
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Maritime Marketing Website Analysis Assignment Form
Sea Ports in Estonia, Finland and Sweden – Website Marketing Analysis

In the below exist links to webpages of most of the Estonian, Finnish, and Swedish sea

ports. Please distribute this task with students so that all sea ports are analyzed regarding

websites and their marketing message delivery. Some students will then analyze two sea

ports, while others only one. It is your task to distribute this task to the students

of Maritime Marketing course.

When, what and how?

Delivery date of analysis: 11.Nov.2019 (Monday, 8 pm)

Please analyze sea port webpages based on following marketing characteristics:

� Colours used in the webpage

� Do you consider this webpage as modern and good one (designed to be used also

with mobile phones and tablets or just for PCs)?

� Language options of website

� Main slogan/message of the port (what they are using to market this very location)

� How environmental issues (or sustainability, which contains environmental aspects)

are taken into account (communicated)?

� Do webpages mention something about China (or Chinese customers)? Or does it

mention something about eastern markets (like Russia, Belarus, Ukraine etc.)? Or is

port connecting point to Central Europe or Scandinavia?

� Do webpages mention something about growth (e.g. freight or passenger group growing)?

� Is webpage distinct or is it part of webpages of some community/town or company?

� Access of port statistics (is it available at all?)

� Access to technical data of sea port (depth, amount of docks, lifting capacity,

terminal areas, access to road and rail etc.)

� Are regular shipping connections somehow mentioned (schedule or even live

schedule)?

� Are terminals and operating companies mentioned?

� Is railway infrastructure mentioned?

Please write one page (min.) memo from above characteristics from sea port analyzed.

Please return this analysis of one (or in case of some students, two) sea ports to instruc-

tors email.

We shall discuss about the findings of this analysis in the latter part of Nov.2019

within lecture. Thank you.
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